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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the classical nonrelativistic Calogero-Moser models (for a review of the 
developments until 1980 we refer to [l]). These are finite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems with Ham-
iltonian 
l n 
H = 2 Z: p} + V (q) (l.l) 
j=I 
where p = (pi, ... ,pn) and q =(qi, ... ,qn) are the momentum and coordinate vectors in Rn and 
the potential V(q) can be of the following type: 
V(q) = Z: g2 v(q1 -qk) (1.2) 
j<k 
where the function v (x) may be one of the following form: 
v(x)= x-2 (I) 
= a 2 sinh - 2 ax (II) 
= a 2 sin- 2 ax (III) 
= a 2 0'(ax) (IV) 
= x-2 +w2x2 (V) (l.3) 
and where 0'(x) is the Weierstrass function. These Hamiltonians describe one-dimensional n-particle 
systems with pairwise interaction. 
V(q) can also have the form: 
or 
n-1 
V(q) = Z: ij v(q1-q1+1) (VI) 
j=I 
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Where 
n 
V ( q) = 2: gJ V ( qj - qj + i), qn +I = q I ( V/') 
j=I 
v(x) = exp2x 
(1.5) 
These Hamiltonians describe n-particle systems with nearest-neighbour interaction and are known as 
the nonperiodic Toda lattice (VI) and the periodic Toda lattice (VI'). In this paper we will restrict 
ourselves to systems of type I. Now all these systems are related to real semisimple Lie algebras and 
the corresponding restricted root systems. To each root system (An especially) various integrable sys-
tems can be associated. It is still not quite clear which functions work. The construction of 
Olshanetski-Perelomov has little group-theoretical flavour. A much more Lie-algebraic I group-
theoretical method of associating an integrable system to a Lie algebra with extra structure is the so-
called Kostant-Adler-Symes-Reyman-Semenov-Tyanshansky (K.A.S.R.S.) construction ([2-10]). It is 
an open question, and indeed one of the central open problems of integrable system theory whether 
all integrable systems can be obtained in such a way. This is e.g. not known for the systems of type 
I-IV. I 
Here we describe a way to obtain the Calogero-Moser system (type I) which is reminiscent of 
K.A.S.R.S. and which seems to generalize that setting. In particular there seems to be no Yang-Baxter 
operator that generates the Hamiltonian operator of the C-M model. 
In recent years there have been discovered many other interesting properties of the C-M models. For 
example, there exist corresponding quantum integrable systems (see [11] for a review), integrable rela-
tivistic generalizations [12-15], master integrals [16], relativistic generalizations with an external poten-
tial [17], generalizations to loop algebras [18] and generalizations with extra internal degrees of free-
dom [19]. 
The setup of this paper is as follows: 
In section 2 we describe the C-M model which corresponds to the root system An - I. In section 3 we 
review some properties of Poisson manifolds. In section 4 we describe the K.A.S.R.S construction 
which requires the existence of a so-called Yang-Baxter operator and in which case the solution of the 
equations of motion is equivalent with a factorization problem in a (matrix) Lie group. In section 5 
we describe the construction of the Calogero-Moser models. The equations of motion can be viewed 
as a Hamiltonian vector field on a bundle P µ which is the phase space and requires the existence of 
an elementµ (the moment) with some special properties. Sufficient for integrability is condition (5.40) 
and ifµ satisfies (5.42) then the equations of motion can be written in Lax form. The main results are 
Theorem (5.18) and (5.23). In section 6 we describe the two known C-M models which correspond to 
the classical root systems A1, B1, C1 and D1 and give the explicit rnrm ofµ and the Lax pair. In section 
7 a theorem is proved which tells us that in a certain sense the construction of the An _ 1 model is 
unique. In section 8 we prove that a certain operator which generates the Hamiltonian vector field is 
not a Yang-Baxter operator. 
Note: the symbol 'i' denotes v=1 unless it is used as an index. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE An - 1 MODEL ( l] 
Let {p;, q;, i = l, ... ,n} denote canonical coordinates, with Poisson bracket 
{p;, qJ} = ou (2.1) 
and consider the Hamiltonian given by 
I n I 
H = 2 2: PT+ 2 g 2 2: (q;-q)- 2 (2.2) 
i = 1 i=l=J 
where g EIR is a coupling constant and q1=:/=qj if i=:/=j. The Hamilton equations are: 
q; = { H, q;} = aaH = p; 
ip; 
p; = {H,p;} = - aaH q; 
= 2g2 2: (q; -qj)-3 
J4i 
These equations define the Calogero-Moser model associated with rootsystem An - I. Define 
n n 
q = 2: q; p = 2: p; 
i=I i=I 
then we derive from (2.3) and (2.4): 
p=O q=p I 
so the system is translation invariant and in center-of-mass coordinates the phase space is 
M = {(q,p)iq= (q1, · · · ,qn),pE(p1, · · · ,pn)EIRn, 
q;=:/=qJ if i=:/=j, q = p = O} CIR2n 
Let f ,g E C00 (M) then the Poisson bracket is defined by 
{f.g} = ± []j_ Jg_ - ]j_ .kl 
i=l ap; aq; aq; ap;. 
Now define the matrices Land Mas follows: 
L = ± p; e;; + g 2; (q; -q1)- 1 V=-l(eu-eJi) 
i=l i<j 
M = g 2;< (q;-q1)-2 v1=-l(eu+eJi-e;;-e11 + ~I) 
I j 
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(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Where {e;1, i,j = l, ... ,n} is the standard basis of gl(n,C). A straightforward calculation shows that 
(2.3) and (2.4) are equivalent with the matrix equation 
L = [M,L] (2.11) 
and the Hamiltonian His given by: 
I 
H = 2 tr L 2 (2.12) 
(2.11) is known as the Lax equation of the Calogero-Moser model and (L,M) is called the Lax pair. 
Observe that Lis a traceless hermitian matrix and that Mis traceless skew-hermitian, so the functions 
- l k Hk - k tr L , 2~k~n (2.13) 
are real-valued and from (2.11) it follows that the Hk are conserved quantities. It is also known [l] 
that the Hk are in involution, so 
(2.14) 
and that they are functionally independent, so it follows from the Liouville theorem [20] that the 
Calogero-Moser model is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system and that there exist coordinates, 
the so-called action-angle coordinates {J;, 8;, i = l, ... ,n} in which the equations (2.3) and (2.4) are 
4 
given by 
l; =O 8; = c;, c; constants 
which describes a motion on tori. Now define 
n 
Q = ~ q; e;; = diag(qi, ... ,qn) 
i=I 
n 
P = ~p;e;; = diag(p1, ... ,p") 
i =I 
µ = g ~ V=1 (eiJ + eJi) 
i<j 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
then q; -q1 = aiJ (Q), i'=l=J, where aiJ are the roots of the root system An -l and Q is a socalled regular 
diagonal matrix because q;=l=q1 if i=l=J, so aiJ(Q)=l=O 'V;=l=J. From (2.3), (2.4), (2.9) and (2.10) we can 
derive the following relations between the various matrices: 
Q = P = Lctiag 
[Q,L]=µ 
[M,µ] = 0 
[Q, M] = L 0 rr 
I 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
where Lctiag and L 0 rr denote the projections on the diagonal component resp. the off-diagonal com-
ponent of L. From these relations we derive: 
. . 
(Q, L] + [Q, L] 
= [P, L] + [Q, [M,L]] 
= [P, L] + [[Q, M],L] + [M, [Q, L]] 
= [P, L] + [L 0 rr, L] + [M, µ] 
=O 
so (2.19) and (2.11) are consistent with (2.20). 
(2.23) 
In fact, it will turn out that (2.20) characterizes an abstract phase space P,,. on which the Calogero-
Moser model is defined. This space P,,. is a bundle over the regular diagonal elements. On this space 
we can define a new Poisson bracket and we can prove that the Hk are in involution w.r.t this 
bracket, where we interprete the Hk as the Ad-invariant functions on the underlying Lie algebra. To 
prove this we use the properties of Ad-invariant functions, some properties of µ and various commu-
tation relations. 
3. POISSON MANIFOLDS [21-24] 
Let M be a n-dimensional smooth manifold. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A Poisson structure or Poisson bracket is a skew-symmetric bilinear map 
{ , }: C 00 (M) X C 00 (M)-:,. C 00 (M) 
which satisfies the following properties: 
(i) {Jg, h} = f{g, h} + {f, h }g (Leibniz property) 
(ii) { {f, g }, h} + cycl = 0 (Jacobi identity) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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So a Poisson structure turns the commutative algebra CC')(M) into a Lie algebra such that 
{h, } : C 00 (M)~C 00 (M) is a derivation for all h EC 00 (M). 
DEFINITION 3.2. A Poisson manifold is a manifold M with a Poisson structure. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A Poisson mapping cp: M ~N, with M and N Poisson manifolds, is a smooth map 
which satisfies: 
{focp,gocf>}M = {f,g}No<f> 'Vf,gEC'"(N) 
or equivalently 
If>• {f,g}N = {<f>*({),<f>*(g)}M 
where the pullback <f>•: C 00 (N)->C 00 (M) is defined as: 
<1>*(f)(m) = f (c/>(m)) ('Vm EM) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
A diffeomorphic Poisson mapping <f>:M ~M is called an automorphism of the Poisson manifold M. I 
DEFINITION 3.4 An infinitesimal endomorphism A of a Poisson manifold M is a linear map 
A :C 00 (M)~C 00 (M) which satisfies: 
A({j,g}) ={A (f),g} + {f,A(g)} (3.6) 
so it is a derivation of the Lie algebra C 00 (M) and it is called an inner endomorphism if there exists a 
h EC 00 (M) such that 
A({)= {h,f} (3.7) 
DEFINITION 3.5. A submanifold N CM of a Poisson manifold Mis a Poisson submanifold if the inclu-
sion i :N ~Mis a Poisson mapping. 
DEFINITION 3.6. A function f EC 00 (M) is called a Casimir function (or distinguished function, cyclic 
function or invariant) ifjE Z(C00 (M)), so 
{f, h} = 0 'rlh E C 00 (M) (3.8) 
OBSERVATION: The constant functions are Casimir functions. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let Mand N be Poisson manifolds. Identify C 00 (MXN) with C 00 (M) 0 C 00 (N), 
then there exists a natural Poisson bracket on C 00 (M)0 C 00 (N), defined as follows 
{f, @g1,J20g2}= {f1,J2}MQ9 g1g2 + f1h Q9 {gi,g2}N 
'r/ !1 ,J2 EC 00 (M), 'rfg1 ,g2 EC 00 (N) 
(3.9) 
where we have identified C 00 (M) with C 00 (M)0 l and C 00 (N) with l 0C 00 (N). Moreover, C 00 (M) 
and C 00 (N) are subalgebras and 
{C 00 (M), C 00 (N)} = 0 (3.10) 
and the projections w1 :MXN~M, w2 :MXN~N are Poisson mappings. 
M X N with this Poisson structure is called the product of the Poisson manifolds M and N. 
PROOF. The bilinearity and skew-symmetry of (3.9) are obvious. The Leibniz property follows from 
that of the brackets on M and N. Than (3.9) satisfies the Jacobi identity is a straightforward calcula-
tion. Also 
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1/101, /z01} = tf1, /z}M01 
so C 00 (M) is a subalgebra and 
1/101, 10/z} = 0 
Now define the pullbacks 'lfi(j)= f0 l, 'lT;(g)= l 0g for fEC 00 (M), gEC 00 (N) then 
'!Titf,g}M = tf,g}M01 
=tf01, g01} = {wi(j),'lfi(g)} 
so 'lf1 is a Poisson mapping. D 
DEFINITION 3.8. With each h EC 00 (M) we associate the Hamiltonian vector field Vi as follows: 
LEMMA 3.9. Vh has the following properties 
(i) Vi(jg) = Vi(j)g + fVi(g) so it is a vector field. 
(ii) V (f,g) = [V1, Vg] 
(iii) Vi(tf,g}) = {Vi(j),g} +if, Vi(g)} 
I 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(iv) Vfg = f Vg + g VJ (3.15) 
PROOF: this follows immediately from the properties of the Poisson bracket. D 
So the map V:C 00 (M)~V(M) defined by V(h)= Vi is a Lie algebra homomorphism from C 00 (M) 
into the inner infinitesimal endomorphisms of M. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let Vh be a Hamiltonian vector field, h EC 00 (M). Let cp:~-4M be a smooth curve in 
M such that 
(3.16) 
(3.16) are called Hamilton's equations with Hamiltonian h. The unique maximal integral curve passing 
through x EM is denoted by lf;(t,x) and is called the flow of Vh and is often written as 
lf;(t,x) = exp(tVi)x (3.17) 
LEMMA 3.11. For each t, the flow exp(tVh):M~M determines a (local) Poisson automorphism of M. 
From the properties of the Poisson bracket it follows that in each point p EM, Vi depends only on dh 
and tf,g} depends only on df and dg, so there is a .bundle map 
B: r·M~TM (3.18) 
such that Vi= B(dh) and V = B0d:C00 (M)~V(M). B is sometimes called a Hamiltonian operator. 
We may also think of B as defining a contravariant skew-symmetric 2-tensor Win M, for which 
{f,g} = W(df, dg) = dg(B(dj)) (3.19) 
The tensor W is sometimes called a cosymplectic structure. 
Now let { xi, i = 1, ... , n} be local coordinates on M. Then it follows from the properties of the 
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Poisson bracket that we can write 
(f,g} = ± ± WiJ -14-~ 
i=lj=l ox oxl 
(3.20) 
where 
(3.21) 
So a Poisson structure is determined by the functions WiJ. These are sometimes called the structure 
functions of M relative to the local coordinates x;, and the matrix W is called the structure matrix of 
M. We can also view WiJ as the components of the cosymplectic structure. The Jacobi identity for 
{ , } is equivalent with the Jacobi identity for the coordinate functions. One often writes (3.10) as fol-
lows 
(f,g} = vf Jvg (3.22) 
where J is the matrix W and v f (x) = grad f (x ). In local coordinates we also have in each point 
XEM I 
n .. a 
B(dxi) = ~ W'J(x)-. 
oxl 
(3.23) 
j=I 
DEFINITION 3.12. The rank of a Poisson structure at a point x EM is defined as the rank of the linear 
map Bx: T;M ~ TxM. In local coordinates it is also the rank of the matrix Wif(x). 
LEMMA 3.13. The rank of a Poisson manifold at any point is always an even integer. 
PROOF. This follows from the skew-symmetry of W. 
LEMMA 3.14. The rank of a Poisson manifold is constant along flows of Hamiltonian vector fields. 
DEFINITION 3.15. A Poisson manifold Mis called symplectic if the rank is everywhere equal to the 
dimension n of M. 
COROLLARY. A symplectic manifold is even-dimensional 
THEOREM 3.16 Each Poisson manifold M naturally splits into a collection of even-dimensional symplectic 
manifolds, the leaves of the symplectic foliation. The dimension of any such leaf N equals the rank of the 
Poisson structure at any pointy EN. 
THEOREM 3.17. (Darboux). Let M be an n-dimensional Poisson manifold of constant rank 2m~n. At 
each XoEM there exist local coordinates (p,q,z)=(p 1, ... ,pm, q 1, ... ,qm), 2m+l=n, in terms of 
which the Poisson bracket takes the form 
(f,g} = f [Ji_ Jg_ - ]J_ jg_] (3.24) 
i = 1 op; oq; oq; op; 
so 
(3.25) 
The leaves of the symplectic foliation intersect the coordinate chart in the slices { z 1 = c i, ... , z1 = ci} 
determined by the distinguished (also called cyclic) coordinates z. 
So locally a Poisson structure always has the form (3.24). 
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Finally, a useful criterium to decide whether a submanifold is a Poisson submanifold is the following: 
LEMMA 3.18. A submanifold N CM of a Poisson manifold Mis a Poisson submanifold if! all Hamil-
tonian vector fields are tangent to N. 
COROLLARY. If Mis a vector space and Na subspace this simplifies to the condition 
Vj(x)EN ('dxEN) ('VfE C 00 (M)) 
4. POISSON STRUCTURES ON LIE ALGEBRAS AND THE K.A.S.R.S. THEOREM 
(3.26) 
Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra with Killing form < , > and identify g and g • by the Killing form, i.e. 
Define 
where 
so 
it>: g-l>g •, ij>(x )(y) = <x,y > 'Vx,y E g 
{f,g}(x) = <x, [gradf(x),gradg(x)]> 
d <gradf(x),y> = df(x)(y) = dt l1=of(x +iy) 
gradf (x) = cp- 1(df (x)) 
(4.1) 
I (4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (4.2) defines a Poisson structure on g, the socalled Lie-Poisson bracket or Kirillov-
Kostant bracket. 
PROOF. see [25]. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A Poisson structure on a vector space Vis called linear if {A.,µ} E v• for all A.,µE v•. 
LEMMA 4.3. The Lie-Poisson bracket (4.2) is linear. 
PROOF. If AE g* then <gradA.(x),y>=A.(y) so gradA.(x) = ij>- 1(A.) and so 
{A.,µ}(x)= <x, [it>- 1(A.),ij>- 1(µ)]> which is linear in x so {A.,µ}Eg•.; D 
DEFINITION 4.4. A functionfEC 00 (g) is called Ad-invariant if 
f(Adg(x)) = f(x) ('dgEG) (\txEg) (4.5) 
where G is the connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and Ad is the adjoint representation of G on g. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let f,g E C 00 (g) be Ad-invariant functions, then they have the following properties: (\ix E g) 
(i) [gradf (x),x] = 0 
(ii) gradf (Adg(x)) = Adg(gradf (x)), 'VgEG 
(iii) [gradf (x), gradg(x)]= 0 
(iv) h(x) = <gradf(x), gradg(x)> is Ad-invariant 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
PROOF. (i) Let exp ry, y Eg denote a I-parameter subgroup of G then 
f(x)= f(Ad(expry)(x)) 
= f (expt(ady) (x)) 
= j(x+t[y,x] + O(t2)) (V'x,yEg) 
so 
d O= dtli=of(x+t[y,x]) 
= <gradf (x), [y,x]> 
= <y, [x, gradf(x)]> (V'yEg) 
and so [x, gradf (x)] = 0 
(ii) <gradf(Adg(x)), y> 
d 
= dt Ii =O j(Adg(x) + ry) 
= ~ li=o j(x + tAdg- 1(y)) 
= <gradf(x), Adg- 1(y)> 
= <Adg (grad f (x) ), y > (V'y E g) 
and so gradf(Adg(x)) = Adg(gradf (x)) 
(ii) < [gradf(x), gradg(x)], y> 
= <gradf(x), [gradg(x), y]> 
but from (i) it follows that 
[gradg(x +sy), x+sy]=O V'x,yEg, V'sER 
And so 
d [ ds Is =O gradg(x +sy), x] + [gradg(x),y]=O 
Substituting this yields: 
<[gradf (x), gradg(x)], y> 
d 
= <gradf(x), [x, ds ls=O gradg(x +sy)]> 
d 
= <[gradf(x), x], ds ls=O gradg(x +sy)> 
= 0'1yEgand so [gradf(x), gradg(x)]=O 
(iv) h(Adg(x)) = <gradf(Adg(x)), gradg(Adg(x))> 
= <Adg(gradf(x)), Adg(gradg(x))> 
= <gradj(x), gradg(x)> = h(x) D 
I 
9 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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THEOREM 4.6. [26} Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and adjoint representation Ad on 
g. Then the Lie-Poisson bracket on g has the following properties: 
(i) the Ad-invariant function are Casimir functions. 
(ii) the symplectic leaves are the orbits of Ad G on g and are the common level sets of the Ad-invariant 
functions. 
(iii) for all g E G, Adg is a linear Poisson automorphism, which preserves the leaves of the symplectic folia-
tion. 
(iv) V;(x) = [x, gradf (x)] 'ilfEC 00 (g), 'ilx Eg. 
(v) ifA.Eg* then V;>.. = -adcp- 1(A.) and 
exp(tV;>..) (x)= Ad exp(-tcp- 1(A.) (x) 
so the flow of V ;>.. is the orbit of exp ( - t cp - 1 (A.)) through x. 
( 4.12) 
LEMMA 4.7. Let fEC 00 (g) be an Ad-invariant function and let x(t) be a smooth curve in g with 
x = [y,x] and let F(t)= gradf(x(t)) then 
PROOF. 
F=[y,F], (YEg) I 
. d 
<F, z > = dt <grad f(x (t)), z > 
d d 
= dt dsls=of(x(t)+sz) 
= !ls=O :if(x(t)+sz)= !ls=O <gradf(x(t)+sz),x> 
d 
= ds ls=O <gradf(x +sz), [y,x]> 
d 
= <y, [x, ds Is =O gradf(x +sz)]> 
= <y, [gradf (x),z]> (using 4.11) 
=<[y,F],z> V'zEg 
so F = [y, F] 0 
(4.13) 
PROPOSITION 4.8. The Hamiltonian operator B 0 cp: Tg--">Tg ts given by B(x) = adx and so 
V ;(x) = B (x) (grad f (x )). The rank of the Lie-Poisson bracket is equal to 
rank B(x)= dim im adx 
= dim g - dim ker( adx) 
Let dim g = n, rank g =I and rank B (x) = 2m, then 
dim ker(adx) ~ I 'ilx Eg 
so 2m~n-l 
(4.14) 
DEFINITION 4.9. An element x E g is called regular if dim ker(adx) =I and the corresponding orbit 
through x is called a generic orbit. U x is not regular then it is called singular. So for a regular ele. 
ment x we have 2m = n -!. 
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If f is an Ad-invariant function, then grad f (x) E ker(adx) and from Lemma 4.5 it follows that ox = 
real span of {grad f (x ), f Ad - invariant} forms an abelian subalgebra of keradx and dim ax ,,;;;;;/. If x 
is regular then dim Ox=!, so the Hk as defined in (2.13) are functionally independent. But in general 
n - l > 21 so the Ad-invariant functions are not sufficient to make the corresponding Hamiltonian sys-
tem integrable, and thus one has to go to a Poisson submanifold with dimension equal to 2/ or one 
has to find more conserved quantities. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. Take g=s/(l+l,IR), than we haven =(/+1)2-1, son -l=l(/+1)>21 if l>l and 
n -l =21 if I= l. Now take x = diag(l, 1, -2)Es/(3,IR), so I =2 and dim ker(adx)=2+2=4 and so 
dim im(adx)=8-4= 4=21 but grad H 3(x)= - grad H 2(x)= -x so dim Ox= 1. 
Now let RE End g and define: 
I l [x,y lR = 2 [Rx,y] + 2 [x,Ry] 
PROPOSITION 4.11. If R satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation 
R[Rx,y] + R[x,Ry] - [Rx,Ry]=O 
or the modified Yang-Baxter equation 
R[Rx,y] + R[x,Ry] - [Rx,Ry] = [x,y] 
I 
then (4.16) defines a Lie bracket on g and R is called a Yang~Baxter operator. 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
PROOF. We can rewrite the Jacobi identity for [ , ]R using the Jacobi identity for [ , ] and we get: 
[x, R[Ry,z] + R[y,Rz] - [Ry,Rz]] + cycl=O (4.19) 
now substitute (4.17) or (4.18) in (4.l9) and use the Jacobi identity for [, ]. D 
DEFINITION 4.12. A pair (g,R) is called a double Lie algebra if R is a Yang-Baxter operator and we 
use the symbol 9R to denote the vector space g equipped with the bracket (4.16). Let R* denote the 
adjoint of R w.r.t the Killing form then R is called unitary if R • = - R. 
THEOREM 4.13. [8} Let 9R be a double Lie algebra and define 
{f,g}R (x)= <x,[gradf(x), gradg(x)]R> 
then (4.20) defines a Poisson bracket on g and 
(i) the Ad - invariant functions on g are in involution w.r. t ( 4.20) 
(ii) V/x) = f [x,R gradf (x)] + f R*[x, gradf (x)] 
(iii) if f is Ad - invariant then 
I 
Vj(x) = 2 [x, R gradf (x)] 
(iv) B(x)= + adx 0 R + + R*oadx 
= f [adx, R] if R is unitary 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
REMARK 4.14. From (4.18) it is clear that R =Id is a Yang-Baxter operator and m this case 
[ , ]R = [ , ] so ( 4.20) reduces to ( 4.2) 
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An important example of a Yang-Baxter operator is the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.15. Let g = aEBb (vector space direct sum) with a and b subalgebras, let 'lT0 and 'lTb 
denote the corresponding projections and define 
(4.25) 
then R satisfies the modified Yang-Baxter equation (4.18). 
PROOF. 
R[Rx,y] + R[x,Ry] - [Rx,Ry] 
= R['lTaX-'lTbX, 'lTaY + 'lTbJ] + R['lTaX +'lTbX, '7TaJ-7TbJ] 
- ['lTaX - 'lTbX, 'lTaJ - 'lTbJ] 
= R['lTaX, 'lTaY] - R['lTbX,'lTbJ] + R['lTaX,'lTbJ] - R['lTbX,'lTaY] 
+ R['lTaX,'lTaYJ - R['lTbX,'lTbJ] - R['lTaX,'lTbJ] + R['lTbX,'lTaJ] / 
- ['lTaX,'lTaJ] - ('lTbX,'lTbJ] + ['lTbX,'lTaYJ + ['lTaX,'lTbJ] 
= [7raX,7TaJ] + ['lTbX,'lTbJ] + ['lTaX,'lTaJ] + ['lTbX,'lTbJ] 
- ['lTaX,'lTaY] - ['lTbX,'lTbJ] + ['lTbX,'lTaJ] + ['lTaX,'lTbJ] 
= (7TaX,7TaJ] + [7TbX,7TbJ] + [7TaX,7TbJ] + ('1TbX,7TaJ] 
= [x,y] D 
LEMMA 4.16. Let a be a subalgebra of g and let a..l denote the orthogonal complement of a in g w.r.t the 
Killing form, then a..l is an ad a-invariant subspace, so 
[a, a..l]c a..l (4.26) 
PROOF. Let xEa,yEa..l then for each zEa 
<z, [x,y]> = <[z,x],y> = 0 so[x,y]Ea..l D 
PROPOSITION 4.17. [8] Let RE End g be a solution of (4.17) then 
(i) + R : gR -?Q is a Lie algebra homomorphism 
(ii) im R is a subalgebra of g and ker R is an abelian ideal of gR 
(iii) [im R, ker R] C ker R 
(iv) (ker R)..l is a Poisson submanifold of g 
PROOF. (i), (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from (4.16) and (4.17). Now, im R' C(ker R)..l and from 
(iii) it follows that 
[(ker R)..l, im R] C (ker R)1- ( 4.27) 
and now (iv) follows from (4.21 and Lemma 3.18 D 
DEFINITION 4.18. A unitary Yang-Baxter operator R is called invariant w.r.t xEg if 
[R, adx] = 0 (4.28) 
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COROLLARY. From (4.24) we see that this is equivalent with B(x)=O and so dim im B(x)=O which 
means that the orbit is a point. 
LEMMA 4.19. If Risa Yang-Baxter operator and cpEAutQ then R=cpRcp- 1 is again a Yang-Baxter 
operator and R and R are called equivalent. 
PROOF: Straightforward. D 
DEFINITION 4.20. R is called invariant w.r.t cpEAut~l if R = R 
COROLLARY. If R is invariant w.r.t cp then 
B(</>(x)) = cpo B(x)ocp-1 (4.29) 
Now all the integrable systems, coming from the K.A.S.R.S. construction are related to a solution of 
the modified Yang-Baxter equation and not to the equation (4.17). Indeed: 
I I 
PROPOSITION 4.21. [8] Let RE End g be a solution of (4.18) and define R± = 2(R-+-I), 
g± =Im R±, f± = ker R+ then: 
(i) R±: gR~g are Lie algebra homomorphisms. 
(ii) g± are subalgebras of g 
(iii) f± are ideals of gR 
(iv) ker R is abelian in g 
(v) [g±, f±J C f± 
(vi) [f+,L]R=O 
(vii) f:1: and ft are Poisson submanifolds of g 
(viii)f± are subalgebras of g 
(ix) [g, ker R] C im R 
PROOF. (i), (ii) and (iii) are direct consequences of the fact that we can rewrite ( 4.18) as : 
R± [x,y]R = [R± x, R±yJ 
(iv) follows directly from (4,18) and (v) and (vi) follow from the fact that 
[x,y]R= [R+x,y] + [x,R-y] 
Now 
and so 
Also 
= [R_x,y] + [x,R+y] 
V;{x)= [x,R + gradf(x)] + R*_ [x, gradf (x)] 
= [x, R_ gradf(x)] + R~ [x, gradf(x)] 
B(x)= adx 0 R_ + R~ 0 adx 
Im R*_ c (ker R_)J.. =rt 
Im R~ C (ker R+)J.. = f:1: 
and from (v) we get 
[ft, g+J c rt 
(4.30) 
( 4.31) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
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[f:!:' g_J c f:!: (4.35) 
and now (vii) follows from (4.32) and Lemma 3.18. Now suppose x,yE kerR_ so, Rx=x, Ry=y, 
using ( 4.18) we get 
[x,y] = 2R[x,y] - [x,y] 
so R _ [x,y]= 0 and thus [x,y ]E ker R _ 
(ix) follows directly from (4.18) D 
The most interesting examples of solutions of ( 4.18) are those defined in Prop. 4.15 and in fact all 
solutions of (4.18) are essentially of that kind (cf. [8, Prop. 9, 10]) For those solutions we have the fol-
lowing theorem: 
THEOREM 4.22. (Factorization theorem of Kostant-Adler-Symes-Reyman- Semenov Tyanshanski) Let g 
be a real semisimple Lie algebra and g = aEEH1 with a and b Slfbalgebras. Let R ='lTa -'lTb be the 
corresponding Yang-Baxter operator and { , }R the corresponding Lie-Poisson bracket. Leth EC 00 (g) be 
an Ad-invariant function and H (x) = grad h (x) then we have 
[x,y]R = ['TTaX,'lTaJ] - ['TTbX,'lTbJ] (4.36) 
R + = 'lTa, R _ = -'1Tb, g+ = f+ = a, g_ = f_ = b 
and 
Vi(x)= [X,'1Ta H(x)] 
= -[x,'1TbH(x)J (4.37) 
Now let A and B be the connected subgroups of G corresponding to the subalgebras a and band let ga(t), 
gb(t) be the solution (for small t) of the factorization problem 
exp( - t H(O)) = g/; 1 (t) ga(t) (4.38) 
where H(O) = grad h(x(o)), then the solution of the Lax equation (4.37) is given by: 
x(t) = gb(t)x(O)gf; 1(t) = g0 (t)x(O)ga(t)- 1 
PROOF. Differentiating (4.39) gives: 
and 
x = gb x(O)g/; 1 - g6 x(O)g/; 1 gb g& 1 
= [gb g/; I ,X] = [gag; I ,X] 
H(x)= gradh(x) 
= gradh (gb x(O)gf; 1) 
= gb grad h(x (0)) g/; 1(Lemma4.5) 
= gb H(O) g/; 1 
Now differentiate (4.38): 
gb g/; 1 = :i (ga exp! H(O)) g/; 1 
= ga expt H(O)gf; 1 +ga exp(t H(O))H(O) gf; 1 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
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(4.42) 
and so 
H(x) = gbgbl - gag;I 
which implies 'ITa H(x)= - ka g; 1 and 'ITb H (x)= gb g/; 1 because a and bare subalgebras, and substi-
tuting this in (4.40) gives x = [x, 'ITa H(x)] D 
So the solution of the Lax equation ( 4.37) is reduced to a factorization problem in the Lie group G. 
This is the finite-dimensional group-theoretical analogue of the Riemann-Hilbert problem in the case 
of partial differential equations. 
From Prop. 4.21 it follows that we may restrict ourselves to th~ Poisson submanifold ft =a-1 or 
f~ = IJ-1. In the second case the Poisson structure reduces to 
{f,g}R (x) = <x, ['1Ta gradf(x), 'ITa gradf(x)]> '\/xE b.l 
and the Hamiltonian vector field for an Ad-invariant fE C 00 (g) becomes: 
V.r(x) = ['1Tb gradf(x),x] \txEb.l 
5. PHASE SPACE AND POISSON STRUCTURE OF THE CALOGERO-MOSER MODELS 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
Now let g be a real noncompact semisimple Lie algebra (see [27-30] for some facts about (real) Lie 
algebras), let BE Aut g denote the Cartan involution and let g = fEE!p be the corresponding Cartan 
decomposition with commutation relations: 
[f,f]Cf [f,p]Cp [p,p]Cf (5. l) 
Let < , > be the Killing form, which is negative definite on f and positive definite on p and define 
and inner product on g by: 
<x,y>o = -<x, B(y)> (5.2) 
Let a c p be a maximal abelian subspace of p and let m c r be the centralizer of a in f. Let R be the 
root system corresponding to the pair (g,a), let !::. be the simple roots w.r.t some ordening, R + the 
positive roots, R _ the negative roots and g a the root space corresponding to the root a. Then we 
have the root space decomposition: 
where the decomposition is orthogonal w.r.t the Killing form and 
g0 =mE&a 
Also we have () ga = g_a 
Now define 
n= "" g ..::., a 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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And we have 
[ga, gp]C ga+/l if a+/3ER 
from which we get the commutation relations: 
[go, go] C go 
[g0 ,n+]Cn+ 
[g0 , n_ ]c n_ 
[ga, g_a] C go 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
DEFINITION 5.1. The rank of g is defined as I = dim a and ma = dim ga is called the multiplicity of 
the root a. 
REMARK 5.2. In contrast to the case of a complex simple Lie algebp R can be a non-reduced rootsys-
tem, ma can be > 1 and m is in general a proper non-zero subspace of ~ and is not necessarily 
abelian. 
The Killing form restricted to a is positive definite and nondegenerate, so a is an Euclidian vector 
space and we can identify a and a· by means of the Killing form, so for all A Ea• define h>-. Ea by: 
<h,h>-.>=;\(h) 'rfhEa 
Using this we define an inner product ( , ) on a• by: 
(;\,µ,):= <h>-.,h,..> 
Now let a ER+ and choose O=tf:ea Ega in such a way that 
<ea, ea>o = 1 
and define: 
e -a:= fJ(ea). 
then we also have: 
<e-a, e-a>o = l 
and e_a E g-a· 
From (5.11) and (5.12) we derive the commutation relations: 
[ea, e-al =-ha 
[ha. ea] = (a,a)ea 
[ha, e -al = -(a,a)e -a 
Define for all a ER + : 
then sa Ef, a,, EP and 
[sa, aa] = 2ha 
Moreover; 
f=fnnEBm 
p = pnnEBa 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
where the decomposition is orthogonal w.r.t the Killing form and sa Ef n n and a,. Ep n n. 
From (5.15) it also follows that: 
[h, Sa]= a(h) aa 
[h, a,,]= a(h) s,. Vh Ea 
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(5.18) 
Now let fj be a maximal abelian subalgebra of g which contains a. Such a subalgebra exists and it fol-
lows that 8(x)Ef) for all xEf), so we have the direct decomposition: 
(5.19) 
and a = fJ n p and we write fjk = [Jn f. Let fJc be the complexification of fj and gc the complexification 
of g, then gc is a complex semisimple Lie algebra and fJc is a Cartan subalgebra of gc· 
We also have: 
(5.20) 
so m 1s abelian iff dim fjk = dim m. A Lie algebra is called ~uasi-split if fj = m EB a and split if 
m= {O}. 
DEFINITION 5.3. An element qEa is called regular if the centralizer of q in g equals g0 • 
LEMMA 5.4. q Ea is regular if! a(q)=f=.O Va ER 
PROOF. (=;.)suppose 3aER such that a(q)=O then there exists an O=f=.xEg,, such that [q,x] = 0 and 
SO XEgo nga = {0} -+E--
(~)suppose a(q)=f=.O 'VaER and qEa is not regular then there exists an O=f=.xEn such that [q,x] = 0 
but n = L g" so there must exist an a ER such that a(q) = 0 or x = 0 _,.+-- D 
a ER 
Now ad q E End g is a semisimple linear transformation and so 
g = ker(ad q)EB im(ad q) 
but because q is regular we have ker(ad q) = g0 and im(ad q) = n and 
adq: n~n 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
acts as an isomorphism. Let (ad q )- 1 : n --7n denote the inverse and (ad q )- 1 0 7T n the extension of this 
inverse to g, where 'ITn denotes the projection on n. 
LEMMA 5 .5. Let q Ea be a regular element then for all x,y E g, h E g0 : 
(i) <(adq)- 1wnx,y> = -<x,(adq)- 17TnY> 
(ii) (ad q)- 1w,, [h,x] = [h, (ad q)- 1wn x] 
(iii) [(adq)- 1'1TnX,'ITnYJ+[wnx,(adq)- 1'1TnYJEn · 
(iv) 'ITn [(ad q)- 1'1TnX, (ad q)- 1wny] 
=(ad q)- 1 {[(ad q)- 17TnX, w,.y] + [w,.x, (ad q)- 1wny]} 
PROOF. (i) follows from the skew-symmetry of ad q w.r.t the Killing form and (ii), (iii) and (iv) follow 
from the fact that ad q is a derivation and the commutation relations (5.8). D 
DEFINITION 5.6. The positive Weyl chamber a+ of a is defined as: 
a+ ={hEaja(h)>O, 'v'aER+} (5.23) 
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So a+ consists of regular elements and is a open connected subset of a. 
DEFINITION 5.7. A bundle is a triple (P, B, '11') where P and B are topological spaces and 'll':P-»B is a 
continuous surjective map. Bis called the base and P the total space. Fx = 'll'- 1(x)= {YEPj'll'(Y)= 
x, x EB} is called the fibre at x. If Fx is homeomorphic to F for all x EB, then F is called the typical 
fibre. A (global) section a is a map a:B-»P such that '11'0 a =ids. 
An example of a bundle is the product bundle P=a+ Xg, with 'll'(h,x) = h for all hEa+, xEg, 
B =a+ and F=g 
DEFINITION 5.8. A bundle (P',B','11'') is a subbundle of (P,B,'11') provided P' is a subspace of P,B' is a 
subspace of B and '11'1 ='ll'lp': P'-'> B'. 
Now let µ,En be a fixed element and define 
P µ = {(q,x)EPj[q,x] = µ,} 
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PROPOSITION 5.9. P µ is a subbundle of the product bundle P and '11': P µ-'>B is defined by 
'll'(q,x) = q 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
PROOF. Because /.LE n and ad q : n-»n acts as an isomorphism for all q Ea+ it is clear that '11' is surjec-
tive. D 
Now define '11'2 : P-'> g by '11'2(q,x) = x. Then 'll'z restricts to P µ and we define P µ: = im '11'2 ! P w 
LEMMA 5. 9 .1. w2 : P µ -'> P µ is injective if! 
C 0 (µ,) = {O} 
PROOF. (<=)Suppose that C 0 (µ,)na = {O} and suppose there exists a xEg and q1,q2 Eo+ such that 
[q 1,x] = [q2,x] = µ, then [qi -q2,x] = 0 and so [q1 -q2,J.L] = 0 which implies 
q 1 -q2 EC9 (µ,)no = {O} so q 1 = q2 and 'll'z is injective. 
( =?) Suppose '11'2 is injective and h EC 9 (µ,) no. Then there always exist q 1,q2 E o+ such that 
h = q 1 -q2 and because q 1 is regular there exists a xEg such that [q 1,x] = µ, and so 0 = [h,µ,]= 
[h,[qi,x]]= [q 1, [h,x]] but q 1 is regular so [h,x] = 0 which implies [cy 1,x] = [q 2,x] and so q1 = q2 but 
then h =O D 
So we have constructed a bundle P,, over the positive Weyl chamber o+ and with typical fibre 
homeomorphic to g0 . P,, will be our phase space and the next step is to define a Poisson bracket on 
pw 
Now define for each q E o + and for all x,y E g: 
[x,y ]q = ['ll'aX, (ad q)- 1 '17nJ] +[(ad q)- 1 wnX, 'ITaY] (5.26) 
PROPOSITION 5.10. (5.26) defines a Lie bracket on gfor all qEa+ 
PROOF. Bilinearity and skew-symmetry are obvious, so we only have to check the Jacobi identity. 
Now observe that [x,y]qEn for all x,yEg, so 
[[x,y]q, z]q + eye! 
= [(ad q)- 1'1Tn [x,y]q, ?Ta z] + eye! 
= [(adq)- 1'1Tn[?TaX,(adq)- 1?TnYJ, ?TaZ] 
+ [(ad q)- 1 ?Tn [(ad q)- 1 ?TnX, ?TaY ], ?Ta z] + eye! 
= [['1TaX,(adq)- 2?TnYJ, ?TaZ] 
+ [[(ad q)- 2?T,,X, ?Tay], ?Ta z] + eye! (Lemma 5.5) 
= [[?TaX, (ad q)- 2?Tny], ?Ta z] 
+ [[(adq)- 2?T,,y,?TaZ], ?TaX] +eye! 
= [(ad q)- 2'1TnY• [?TaZ, ?Tax]] + eye!= 0 D 
Now define the corresponding Lie-Poisson bracket on g: 
{f, g F(x)= <x, [gradf (x), gradg(x)]q> 
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I (5.27) 
Now we first define a Poisson bracket on P and then show that PP. is a Poisson submanifold of P. 
Now TPP-aEBg and because the Killing form restricted to a is nondegenerate we can define a non-
degenerate bilinear form or aEBg by defining <(ai,x 1), (a 2,x 2)> = <a 1,a 2 > + <xi,x2 >. 
Now let f EC 00 (P) and define 
<gradf(q,x), (q,x)> 
= <?T1 \J f(q,x), q> + <?T2 \J f(q,x),x> 
where p =(q,x)EP and p = (q,x)ETPP. 
Letf,gEC 00 (P),p= (q,x)EP and write F= \J j(P), G= \J g(P) and define 
{f,g}i(p) = <x. [F2, G2]q> 
{f,gh(p) =<?Ta G2, F1 > - <?Ta F2, G1 > 
{f,g} = {f,g}1 + {f,gh 
where F 1, F 2 denote ?TJ F resp. ?T2 F. 
(5.28a) 
(5.28b) 
(5.28c) 
PROPOSITION 5.11. {,}1, {,}z and{,} define Poisson brackets on P. In other words: {,} 1 and {,hform 
a Hamiltonian pair. 
PROOF. It is clear that all the brackets are skew-symmetric and bilinear and they only depend on df 
and dg, so it is sufficient to prove the Jacobi identity for coordinate functions. 
Now observe that 
grad {f,g h (p) = 0 
Also it follows from (5.28a) that 
'172 grad {f,g} I (p) 
= [F2, G2]q 
and 
?TJ grad {f,g }I (p) 
= [[X,?Ta F2], (ad q)- 2 'TT11 G2] 
(5.28d) 
(5.28e) 
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+ [[7Ta G2, x], (ad q)- 2 '11'11 F2] 
We can rewrite the Jacobi identity for{,} as: 
O= {(f,g}1,h}1 +eye/ 
+ { (f,g }2, h} I + eye/ 
+ {(f,g} 1,h}2 +eye/ 
+ { (f,g h, h h + eye/ 
(5.28f) 
(5.29g) 
De first term is zero because this reduces to the Jacobi-identity for {, F, so {, }i is a Poisson bracket. 
The fourth term is zero because of (5.28d), so {, h is also a Poisson bracket. 
The second term is also zero because of (5.28d). Now using (5.28e) and (5.28f) and the Jacobi identity 
on g the third term can be rewritten as: 
<x,[(adq)-27T11 G2,[7TaF2,7TaH2Jl> +eye/ / 
which is zero. 0 
From (5.28a) and (5.28b) we derive that for /EC 00 (P) andp=(q,x)EP the Hamiltonian vector field 
is given by: 
V J.p )= (q,x) = ( -7Ta F1, 7Ta [x, (ad q)- 1 '11'11 F1]- (ad q)- 1 '11'11 [x, 7Ta F1] +'!Ta Fi) (5.29) 
If/EC 00 (g) thenfextends to a function on P by definingf(q,x)= f(x) and so 
7T1 gradf(q,x)= 0 and 7T2 gradf(q,x)= gradf(x) (5.30) 
PROPOSITION 5.12. P µ is a Poisson submanifold of P with Poisson bracket (5.28c). 
PROOF. Because [q,x] + [q,x]=O, VJ.P) is tangent to Pµ. for all /EC 00 (P) and pEPµ. and using 
Lemma 3.18 we conclude that P µ is a Poisson submanifold. D 
So if i:P µ--"" P denotes the imbedding of P µ in P and i* :C 00 (P)--"" C 00 (P µ) the pull-back, then it fol-
lows from Prop. 5.12 that i is a Poisson mapping and 
u· if), t (g)} = t ((f,g }) (5.31) 
with f,g E C 00 (P), defines the induced Poisson structure on P µ.· 
For the Calogero-Moser models we choose as Hamiltonian an Ad-invariantfEC 00 (g) and view this as 
a function on P and on P w Let F= gradf(x), then [F,x]=O. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. Let f 0 '1TmEC 00 (m) then f is a-Casimir function w.r.t (5.27) and mJ.. = aEBn is a 
Poisson submanifold of g. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove it for coordinate functions on m, but then grad f (x)Em so from 
(5.26) and (5.27) it follows that (f,g F =O for all gE C 00 (g) and so f is a Casimir function, so we may 
restrict ourselves to mJ.. =a EB n D 
Let '17'ti :g--""mJ.. denote the projection on m-1 then (7T111 _L)' :C 00 (mJ..)--""C 00 (g) and the induced 
bracket on ml. becomes: 
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= {'IT~1-1(f), 7T~-1(g)F U<xn (5.32) 
It is also clear that P µ n m.l is a Poisson submanifold of P n m.l. 
To obtain the phase space of the Calogero-Moser systems we need more structure. 
Suppose oE Aut g is an involutive automorphism which commutes with the Cartan involution B and 
let 
g = tEB5 (5.33) 
denote the decomposition in eigenspaces of a with commutationrelations: 
[t,t]Ct [t,5]C5 [5,£\]Ct (5.34) 
then we also have the decompositions: 
f = fntEBfn5 p = pntEBpn5 (5.35) 
and all the decompositions are orthogonal w.r.t the Killing form. Now it is always possible to choose 
a in such a way that g0 is a a-invariant subspace and then we get:/ 
a= antEBan5 (5.36) 
and 
m = mntEBmn5 (5.37) 
Now suppose that ant= {O} so a C £\. This is true for the An and BCn models. Because g0 is a-
invariant n is also a-invariant and so we have the decomposition: 
n = nn fnt EB nnfn5 EB nnpnt EB nnpn5 (5.38) 
Now take µEnnfn5 then it immediately follows that 
Cg(µ) = Cg(µ)nfnt EB Cg(µ)nfn£i EB Cg(µ)npnt EB Cg(µ)npn£i (5.39) 
LEMMA 5.14. Suppose µEnnfn5 andp=(q,x)EPµnm.l then xEp. 
PROOF. From [q,x]= µit follows that ['1Tkx,q]= 0 and so 7TkXEg0 but xEm.l so 'ITkx=O 0 
LEMMA 5.15. Let µEnnfn5 and p=(q,x)EPµnm.l and let fEC 00 (g) Ad-invariant. Let F= grad 
f (x) then 
(i) ['1TkF,x]=0,[7rpF,x]=O 
(ii) [(adq)- 1'1TnnpF,µ]Ennf 
(iii) [(ad q)- 1'1Tnnk F, µ.]Ennp 
PROOF. (i) follows directly from [F,x]= 0 and the fact that xEp. 
(ii) ?'Tm [(adq)- 1'1Tnnp F,µ] 
= -'ITm ['1Tn np F, (ad q)- 1 µ.] (Lemma 5.5) 
= -?Tm ['1Tnnp F, 'ITnnpX] 
= -77m ['1Tnnp F, x] 
= ?'Tm ['1Ta F, x] (Lemma 5.15) 
=O 
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(iii) 7T0 [(ad q)- 17Tnnk F, µ] 
= -w0 [w11 nk F, (adq)- 1µ] (Lemma 5.5) 
= -wa [7Tnnk F, 7Tnnp x] 
= -wa [wnnk F, x] 
7T0 [7T111 F, x] (Lemma 5.15) 
0 0 
COROLLARY 5.16. [(ad q)- 17T11 npns F, µ]E nnfn5 
PROOF. 7T111 [(ad q)- 17T,, np F, µ] = 0 but m = m n tEBm n 5 so also 
7Tm ns [(ad q)- 1 Trn np F, µ] = 0 
and so [(adq)- 17rnnpns F, µ] Ennfn5 0 
LEMMA 5.17. Suppose fLE n n f n 5 satisfies the following condition: 
xEnnfnt and [x,µ]En~[x,µ]= 0 
then [(adq)- 1wnnpns F,µ]= 0 
I 
PROOF. This follows from Corollary 5.16 and the fact that (ad q)- 1 : nn,pn5--7nnfnt 0 
(5.40) 
THEOREM 5.18. Suppose µEn n fn 5 satisfies condition (5.40). Let /,gEC 00 (g) Ad-invariant. Then they 
are in involution on PP. n m.l. 
PROOF. Let F = grad f (x) and G = grad g(x ), where (q,x) EPP. n m.l then we have: 
{f,g}(q,x) 
= <x, [7r0 F, (ad q)- 17r,,G] +[(ad q)- 17r,,F, 7TaGJ> 
= <x, [7r0 F, (ad q)- 17rnnpG] +[(ad q)- 17rnnpF, w0 G]> 
(because x E ,p) 
= <x, [(adq)- 17rnnpG, 7TnnpF] + [7rnnpG, (adq)- 17rnnpF]> 
(Lemma 5.15) 
= <Tr,,X, [(ad q)- 17rnnpG, 7TnnpF] + [7rnnpG, (ad q)- 17rnnpF]> 
(Lemma 5.5) 
= <(ad q)- 1 µ,[(ad q)- 17rnnpG, 7TnnpF] +[TrnnpG, ~ad q)- 17rnnpF]> 
=-<µ,(ad q)- 1 {[(ad q)- 17TnnpG, 7TnnpF] +[7r11 npG, (ad q)- 17rnnpF]}> 
(Lemma 5.5) 
= <µ,7r,,[(adq)- 17r,,npF, (adq)- 17TnnpG]> 
(Lemma 5.5) 
= <µ, [(adq)- 17TnnpF, (adq)- 17r11 npG]> 
= <µ, [(ad q)- 17Tnnpn1F, (ad q)- 17rnnpnrGJ> 
= 0 because (ad q )- 1 : n n p n t - n n f n t. 
and [s,s]ntbutµEs 0 
(Lemma 5.17) 
REMARK 5.19. Ifµ does not satisfy condition (5.40) then we are left with the term: 
<µ, [(adq)- 1 7TnnpnrF, (adq)- 17TnnpnsG] 
+[(ad q)- 1 7TnnpnsF, (ad q)- 17TnnpnrGJ> 
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(5.41) 
REMARK 5.20. We will show in section 6 that theµ corresponding to the An and BCn models satisfies 
condition (5.40) and so Theorem 5.18 is true for these models. 
So we have proved that under a certain condition on µ the Ad-invariant functions restricted to the 
Poisson submanifold P"' n mj_ are in involution w.r.t the induced foisson bracket. To prove that the 
Hamilton equations can be written in Lax form we need a somewhat stronger condition on µ, namely 
LEMMA 5.21. Suppose µEn n f n 5 satisfies condition (5.42) then it also satisfies condition (5.40). 
PROOF. Suppose xEnntnt and [x,µ]Ennfns then for allyEnnfns 
<[x,µ],y> = <x, [µ,y]> 
= <x, [µ, m (y )]> for some m(y )Em n 5 
= <[x, µ], m(y)> = 0 
but this implies [x,µ]=O because the Killing form is nondegenerate on nnfns. 0 
Now supposeµ satisfies (5.42) and consider the map 
ad q: C 11 (µ)nfns~nn.pnt 
because of (5.42) this map is also surjective. Suppose that 
C 11 (µ)nmns = {O} 
then this map is also injective, so we can define the inverse which '.fe denote by S: 
s: nnpnt~C11 (µ)nfns 
LEMMA 5.22. Suppose µEnnfns satisfies (5.42) and (5.44) then for all x,yEg 
7Tnnpns [(ad q)- 17Tnnkns X, S 7TnnpnrYT 
= (adq)- 1 {[7TnnknsX, S7Tnnpn1Yl + [(adq)- 17TnnknsX, 7Tnnpn1Y]} 
PROOF. This follows from the fact that ad q is a derivation and so 
ad q [ x,y] = [ad q x,y] + [ x, ad q y] 
Now take xEnnpnt andyEC 11 (µ)nfns and invert (5.47) 0 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
(5.46) 
(5.47) 
THEOREM 5.23. Suppose µEnnfns satisfies (5.42) and (5.44), let /EC00 (g) Ad-invariant, then the 
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restriction of the Hamiltonian vector field off to P µ. n mj_ can be written in Lax form: 
x = Vj(x) = [x, M] 
where 
and 
F = gradf(x), p =(q,x)EP µ. n m_l_ 
PROOF. Vj(x) = [x, S7Tnnpnt F +(ad q)- 1'1Tnnpns F] 
= ['1Ta X, S'1Tnnpn1 F +(ad q)- 1'1Tnnpns F] 
+[(ad q)- 1 µ, S '1Tnnpnt F] +[(ad q)- 1 µ,(ad q)- 1'1Tnnpns F] 
The first term of (5.50) becomes: 
['1TaX, (adq)- 1 'TTnnpF] 
= (adq)- 1 ['1TaX, '1TnnpF] (Lemma 5.5.) 
= (ad q)- 1 {[x, 'ITn np F] - [(ad q)- 1 µ, '1Tn np F]} 
= (ad q)- 1 '1Tn [x, '1Tn np F] - (ad q)- 1 '1Tn [(ad q)- 1 µ, '1Tn np F] 
= -(adq)- 1 '1Tn[X,'1TaF]-(adq)- 1'1Tn[(adq)- 1µ, '1TnnpF] 
(Lemma 5.15) 
= -(ad q)- 1 [x, '!Ta F] - (ad q)- 1'1Tn [(ad q)- 1 µ, 'ITnnp F] 
The second term can be rewritten as: 
[(ad q)- 1µ, S '1Tnnpn1 F] 
= '1Ta[(adq)- 1µ, S'1Tnnpn1F] + '1Tnnpns[(adq)- 1µ, S7Tnnpn1F] 
I 
(5.49) 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
= '!Ta [(ad q)- 1 µ, (ad q)- 1 '1Tnnpnt F] + (ad q)- 1'1Tn [µ, S '1Tn npnt F] + (ad q)- 1 '1Tn [(ad q)- 1 µ, '1Tnnpnt F] 
(Lemma 5.22) 
= 'ITa[(adq)- 1µ, (adq)- 1 '1Tnnpn 1F] + (adq)- 17711 [(adq)- 1µ, '1Tnnpn1F] 
The third term becomes: 
'1Ta [(ad q)- 1 µ,(ad q)- 1'1Tn npns F] + '1Tn np[(ad q)- 1 µ,(ad q)- 1'1Tn npns .. F] 
=(ad q)- 1'1Tn [µ,(ad q)- 1'1Tnnpns F] +(ad q)- 1'1Tn [(ad q)- 1 f.L, 'ITnnpns F] 
{because the first term vanishes and using Lemma 5.5). 
=(ad q)- 1 'TT,, [(ad q)- 1µ, 'IT11 npns F] (Lemma 5.17) 
Combining (5.51), (5.52) and (5.53) we finally get: 
Vj(x) ='!Ta [(ad q)- 1 µ,(ad q)- 1 '1Tn npnt F] -(ad q)- 1 [x, '!Ta F] 
= '1Ta [(ad q)- 1 µ, (ad qr 1 '1Tnnp F] -(ad q)- 1 [x, '1Ta FJ 
= '1Ta[(adq)- 1µ, (adq)- 1 '1T11 F] -(adq)- 1 [X,'1TaFJ 
='!Ta [x, (ad q)- 17711 F] - (ad q)- 1 [x, '!Ta F] 
which is exactly (5.29). D 
(5.52) 
(5.53) 
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REMARK 5.24. We will show in section 6 that theµ corresponding to the An and BC,. models satisfies 
(5.42) and (5.44) so Theorem 5.23 is true for these models. 
THEOREM 5.25. (Liouville) (see [20]) 
Let M be a symplectic manifold with dim M =2n and consider Hamilton's equations on M with Hamil-
tonian h. If there are n functionally independent global integrals of motion which are in involution then the 
Hamiltonian system is completely integrable, which means that there exist global action-angle coordinates 
{!;,</>;, i = 1, ... ,n} on Min which the equations become: 
.. 
I; =O <j>=O (5.54) 
COROLLARY 5.26. Consider Hamilton's equations on P"nm_i, where µEnnfn~ satisfies (5.40) with 
Hamiltonian h E C 00 (P" n m_i) where h is the restriction of an Ad-invariant function on g. Suppose 
P" n m_i is a symplectic manifold and the restrictions of the Ad-invariant functions to PI' n m_i are func-
tionally independent, then the Hamilton equations are completely int?rable. 
PROOF. This follows from Theorem 5.18 and Theorem 5.25. D 
REMARK 5.27. For the A,. and BC11 systems it has been proved [l] that P" n m_l is a symplectic mani-
fold and that the Ad-invariant functions are functionally independent so these systems are completely 
integrable. 
6. EXAMPLES: THE An - I AND BC11 MODELS ( l] 
In this section we want to apply the theory of the previous sections to construct two examples, 
namely the A,._ 1 model and the BC11 model. It turns out that for these models there exists a µ which 
satisfies (5.42) and (5.44), so the Hamilton equations can be written in Lax form. 
6.1. The A 11 -1 model 
Let g = sl (n, C), viewed as a real Lie algebra and choose as the Killing form: 
<x,y>= Re tr(xy) (6.1) 
Let f be the compact real form of g and () the corresponding conjugation, then 8(x) = - x t and 
g = r 6:1 v=lr (6.2) 
is the corresponding Cartan decomposition. So f= {traceless skew-hermitian matrices} and 1J= { 
traceless hermitian matrices}. We can choose a= {real diagonal matrices}, so 
... 
n 
a= {diag(q1, ... , q11 ), q;ER, ~ q;=O} (6.3) 
i =I 
and then m = v=T a, so m is abelian and the rank of g is n - l. Let { eiJ, i,j = I, ... ,n} denote the 
standard basis of gl ( n, C), and let d; = e;; then { d;, i = 1, ... , n} forms a basis of a and we write: 
n 
Q = diag(q1, ... , q11 ) = ~ q; d; (6.4) 
i=I 
Now define .\(Q) = q; and aiJ =A; -A.1, then { aiJ, i=/=j} forms the root system An -I· Observe that 
<d;, d1> = l)iJ so h>..; = d; and hau: = h;1 = d;-d1. The simple roots are: 
D.= {a;:= a;,;+ 1, l~i~n -1} (6.5) 
and 
R+ = {aiJ, i<j}, R_ = {a;1, i>j}. 
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Let giJ denote the root space of aiJ then 
g;1 = ~ <eu, ~eu> 
so mu= 2. 
Also eiJ and ~ eiJ satisfy (5.11), so define 
e!. = e,!J·· e~a = - e1·; lj I) 
e~ = ~ e,'J· · e~a = ~ e1·; I} I) 
then: 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
The regular elements of a are those elements for which q;=/=-q1 if i=/=-j and the positive Weyl chamber 
consists of the elements for which q 1 >q2, ... , >qn. I 
Now define a(X) = - xr then a is an involutive automorphism of g which commutes with a, g0 is a-
invariant and t= {skew-symmetric matrices with zero trace}, 5= {symmetric matrices with zero 
trace} and we see that g0 C5, so mnt = {O}, and 
nnfnt = ~ <sJ1, i<j> 
nnfn5 = ~ <si, i<J> 
nnpnt = IR <at, i<J> 
nnpn5 = ~ <aij, i<J> 
Now define: 
µ, = g~ st = g ~ s~ (O=/=-gE~) 
i<j aER+ 
which is the same element as defined in (2.18). 
LEMMA 6.1. 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
PROOF: Because g0 = m EB a and m = ~a it is sufficient to proye it for elements of a. So suppose QECg(µ,) n a then: 
O= [Q, µ,] 
= [Q,g ~ s~] = g ~ [Q, s~] 
=g ~ a(Q)a~~('lfaER+)a(Q)=O 
aER+ 
which implies Q EZ(g) and because g is semisimple Q =O 0 
So µ, satisfies (5.44) and the condition in Prop. 5.9. 
LEMMA 6.2. The projection 'lrn : C g(µ,) n 5--* nn 5 is surjective. 
PROOF: Because C 9 (µ,)n5 = C 9(µ,)n5nfEBC 9(µ,)n5np and f= ~Pit is sufficient to prove that 
'TTn : C g(/L) n p n 5 ___,, n n p n 5 is surjective. Now one easily checks that the matrices 
ZiJ =at+ ~I -d;-d1 
belong to Cg(µ)npn5 and 'TTn ZiJ = aJ1 0 
So in this caseµ satisfies an even stronger condition than (5.42). 
COROLLARY 6.3. The projection 'TTn : Cg(µ)n 5 _,,n n 5 is a bijection. 
Now consider an element (Q,L)EP I' n m_i then L has the form: 
L = P + g ~ a- 1(Q) a~ 
a.ER+ 
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(6.12) 
(6.13) 
where P = diag(pi, ... ,pn)Ea and QEn+ and this is exactly the Lax matrix as defined in (2.9) and 
so H = t tr L 2• But one easily shows that gradH (L) = L, so I 
M= S 'TTnnpn1 gradH(L) 
= S ('TTn L) 
= S((adQ)- 1 µ) 
= 'IT,;-1 (adQ)-1µ (6.14) 
where 'IT,;- 1 is the inverse of the map in Cor. 6.3 and using the construction of 'IT,;- 1 in (6.12) we see 
that Mis the matrix defined in (2.10). So the Hamilton equations derived in Theorem 5.23 are indeed 
the same as the Lax equation in (2.11 ), and the conserved quanties Hk in (2.13) correspond with the 
restriction of Ad-invariant functions to the phase space PI' n m_i. 
The elementµ defined in (6.11) has some other interesting properties. Let e = (1, ... , l)E!Rn then we 
can write µ in the following way: 
µ= ig(\e><e\ - /) (6.15) 
where we have used the dyadic notation \e><e\ for the rank-1 matrix e®e (see [31] for some useful 
properties of dyads). 
Now define: 
A= l_i(ie><e\-1) 
n 
so µ = ng A then 
and 
Ae= i(l-l_)e 
n 
i Av = --v if <e,v> = 0 
n 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
so A has eigenvalue i (1- J_) with multiplicity I and eigenvalue - j_ with multiplicity n - l and there 
n n 
exists an orthogonal transformation T such that 
~ = r- 1 AT= idiag(l-_l, _ _l, ... , _J_) (6.19) 
n n n 
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Now A Ef = su(n) and one easily calculates that: 
ia 0 ..... 0 
aEIR 
ker(adA)nf = 
u ' UEU(n -1) 
0 ia + tru =O 
0 -zf 
im (adA)nf = ,zEcn-I 
z 0 
I 
and 
f= ker(adA)nfEf7im(adA)nf 
ker(adA)nf is a subalgebra off and we have furthermore the commutation relations in f: 
[ker(adA), im(adA)] C im(adA) 
Also 
and 
[im(adA), im(adA)] C ker(adA) 
ker(ad A) n f:::: s(u(l)Ef7 u(n - l )) 
dim ker(adA) n f = (n -1)2 
dim im(adA) n f = 2(n -1) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
and J= ad A: im(adA)n f~im(adA)nf acts as an isomorphism with J 2 = - Id, so we conclude 
that J is the hermitian structure corresponding to the hermitian symmetric space 
SU(n)!S(U(l)X U(n -1)) and im(adA)nf = im(adµ)nf is the tangent space in the identity and 
also: 
adµ: im(ad µ)nf~im(ad µ)nf 
has the property: (ad µ)2 = - n2g2 Id. 
{6.28) 
Maybe these special properties of µ can be used to obtain more information about the solutions of the 
Lax equation. 
6.2. The BCn model 
Let g = su(n,n + 1) which is a noncompact real form of 9c = sl(2n + l,C) and which consists of the 
matrices 
[
A w B l v,wECn,aEIR 
-vf ia -wf , B,CE u(n) 
C v -At A E gl(n, C) 
(6.29) 
and which we denote by (A, B, C, w, v, ia). 
The Cartan involution is given by O(X) = - xt and: 
f ={(A, B, B, w, w, ia), A Eu(n)} 
p = {(A, B, - B, w, - w, 0), At = A} 
For a we can choose: 
a= {(D, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), D = diag(q,, ... , qn)} 
and so the rank of 9 is n. If follows that 
m = {(A, 0, 0, 0, 0, ia), A = i diag(q1> ... , qn)} 
so m is abelian. 
As the Killing form we choose: 
1 
<x,y> = 2 tr(xy) 
n 
Defined;= (ei;, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) then <d;, d;> = o;; and if QEa then/Q = .~ q; d;. J J I=! 
Define i\(Q) = q;, then h>-., = d; and so (A;, A;)= I 
Now define aiJ = A; -A.1, /3iJ = A;+ A.1 then the rootsystem BCn is the set of roots: 
R ={+A;, +2A.;, +(;\;+A.1), +(A.;-A.1), i<j} 
and the corresponding rootspaces are: 
9>-., = { (0, 0, 0, Ae;, 0, 0), AEC} 
9-A, = { (0, 0, 0, 0, Ae;, 0), AEC} 
92A, = { (0, a v=T e;;, 0, 0, 0, 0), a' EIR} 
9-2;>.., = {(O, 0, av=Te;;, 0, 0, 0), aEIR} 
lk,;= {(;\e;1,0,0,0,0,0), AEC, i<j} 
9-a,; = {(/\eji, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), AEC, i <j} 
9p,; = {(O, a v!=T(eiJ +e1;) + b(eiJ-eJi), 0, 0, 0, O),a, b Elll, i <j} 
9-pij = {(O, 0, a v!=T(eiJ +eJi)+ b(eiJ -eJi), 0, 0,0), a, b EIR, i <j} 
from which it follows that m, =ma =ma = 2 and m:v.. = l • 1'1.j _, P11 I 
The simple roots are: 
il= {A;-A;+1, l~i~n -1, An} 
and: 
R + = {A;, 2A;, a;1, /3iJ, i <j} 
R_ ={-A;, -2"A.;,a'i;,-/3;1, i<j} 
Now define: 
e~ = (0, 0, 0, e;, 0, 0), d, = (0, 0, 0, v=Te;, 0,0) 
e~A, = (0, 0, 0, O,e;, 0), e'--;>.., = (0, 0, 0, 0, v=Te;, 0) 
eh,= (0, V2 v=Te;;, 0, 0, 0, 0), e'--2>-., = (0, 0, V2 v=Te;;, 0, 0, 0) 
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(6.30) 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
(6.35) 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
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e~ = (e,'f·, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), e! = (V-le,"·, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) If If 
e2-a,1 = (-eji, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), el_aif = (V-1eji,0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
e p,1 = (0, V-1 ( eiJ + eJi ), 0, 0, 0, 0), e~ij = (0, eiJ - eJi, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
e I_ pij = (0, 0, V-1 ( eiJ + eJi ), 0, 0, 0), e2- p,1 = (0, 0, eiJ - eJi, 0, 0, 0) (6.38) 
then these vectors span the corresponding root spaces and satisfy (5.11) and (5.12). 
Now define a(X) = - XT for all XE9, then a is an involutive automorphism of 9 which commutes 
with 8, 90 is a-invariant and 90 Cs and one easily verifies that: 
nnfnt = ~ <sL s~, s1, i<J"> 
I fJ f'lj 
n ><n;o-ITb I I I I · .> n 1 "' - ""<sx,, s'}).,, s"if' sp,1 , 1<; 
n nt- ~ I I I I . . n p - <ax,, a])..,, a"if' ap,1 , 1<;> 
nnpns =~<a~' a~, ao., i<j> A; I) P11 
Now define: 
µ,= g ~ s!ij + g ~ spij 
i<j i<j 
where g, g 1, g2 E ~ and g=l=O 
Using (6.38) we find: 
I 
µ,=(/i., /i.+ Vlg2 V-11, /i.+ Vlg2 V-11, V-lg1e, V-1 g1e,O) 
where jl= V-1 g ~< .(eiJ + eJi) is the µ of the An_ 1 model and e = (l, ... , I )E~n. 
I j 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
(6.41) 
We have to distinguish two cases: g 1 =O and g 1 =1=0. If g 1 =Owe can restrict ourselves to 9= su(n,n). 
and R reduces to the rootsystem Cn. 
LEMMA 6.4. Cg(µ)n9o = {O} 
PROOF: a) Let QECg(µ)na then 
O= [Q,µ] = g~ au(Q)a& + g~ /3iJ(Q)abij 
i<j i<j 
(6.42) 
(i) g=l=O, g 1 =l=O, then (6.42) implies Q EZ(9) so Q =O because 9 is semisimple. 
(ii) g=l=O, g 1 =O, now 9= su(n,n) and (6.42) implies a;j(Q) = /3;1(Q)=O so in particular (A;-A;+i)(Q)= (A;+A;+ 1)(Q)=O but then also 2An(Q)=O and therefore a(Q)=O, "ifaE/). which 
implies Q EZ(9) and so Q =O 
b) Now let Q =(iD, 0, 0, 0, 0, ia)Emn C9 (µ) then we get the equations: 
(l) [D,/i.]=O 
(2) g1 De = g1 ae (6.43) 
Because g=l=O (l) implies D = bl, b E ~ and from a+ 2tr D = 0 it follows that a+ 2nb = 0 and so (2) 
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becomes 
(2)' g1 b =O (6.44) 
If g 1:f:O then b=O and so a =O and if g 1 =O then g=su(n,n) and so a =O and so also b =O. So in 
both cases it follows that Q = 0. D 
So we have proved that µ. satisfies (5.44) and the condition in Prop. 5.9. Now we shall prove that µ. 
also satisfies (5.42) and therefore (5.40): 
LEMMA 6.5. The projection 7Tn: Cg(µ.)nfn5-nnfn5 is sl}.!:}ective if one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: (i) g:f=O, g 1 =O (ii) g:f=O, g 1:f:O and g1-2g2 + V2 gg 2 =O 
PROOF: Let X=i(A, B, B, w, w,a)Efn5, where wE!Rn, a EIR, A, B real symmetric and a +2trA =O 
and.suppose [X,µ.]=O then we get the following equations: 
Now 
(1) [A+ B, ,il] = ig1 (le> <wl - lw > <el) 
i(le><wl - lw><eJ) 
= ~ w1i(le;><e1I - le1><e;I) 
i.j 
= ~ w1 i(eiJ - eJi) 
i,j 
= ~ w1 i(eiJ - eJi) 
i=fa.j 
= ~ (w1 - w;)i(e;1 - eJi) 
i<j 
I 
= - ~ a;j(W)i(eiJ - eji), where W= diag(w 1, ••• , Wn) 
i<j 
= - g-1 [W, ,il] 
Furthermore we have: 
2,Uw= 2ig(le><el - l)w 
= 2ig <e,w> e - 2ig w 
Substituting (6.46) and (6.47) in (6.45) gives: 
(i)' [A + B + g I g- l W, .UJ = 0 
(2)' g1 (A + B)e - g1 ae 
= 2g<e, w>e - 2gw + v'2g2 w 
(6.45) 
(6.46) 
(6.47) 
(6.48) 
Now we consider first the case g:f:O, g 1 =O, then g=su(n,n) and so w=a=O and we are left with the 
condition: 
(3) [A + B, ,il] = 0, tr A =O 
We must distinguish the following cases: 
l l (a) B = e A = - e + - I~ 'IT X = -- s21, 
11• II n n ·V2 I\, 
(6.49) 
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(b) B = eiJ + eJi, i <j, A = - e;; - e11 + ~ I 
=> '1T X = s 1 II {J,, 
( c) B = 0, A = eiJ + eJi - e;; - e11 + ~ I, i <j 
=> '1T X = s 1 n a,1 
and comparing this with (6.39) we conclude that '1T11 is surjective if g:i=O, g 1 =O 
Now consider the case g:i=O, g1=¥=0 then we have to distinguish the following cases: 
4 4 (a) B= 0, w=O, A= eiJ+eJi-e;;-e11+ ln + 1 I, a= ln + 1 
==:> '1T11 X= s! , i <1· 
'J 
2 2 (b) w = 0, B = e;;, a= ln + 1 , A= ln + 1 I - e;; 
I 
==:> '1Tn X= -~ sh 
v2 ' 
(c) w=O, B=eiJ+eJi,(i<j),a= ln~ 1 ,A= -e;;-e11+ ln~l I 
=>'1T X=s 1 n fJ,, 
(d) B = 0, A diagonal. Now the conditions (6.48) reduce to: 
(4) [A + gig- 1 W, jt] = 0 
(5) g 1 Ae - g 1 ae = 2g<e,w>e+ (V2g2 - 2g)w 
Because A and Ware diagonal, (4) implies: 
A + g,g- 1 W = b I, bEll\l 
substituting this in (5) yields: 
(gy - 2g2 + v'2g2g)w = (ggib - gg 1a - 2g2 <e,w >)e 
because We= w. 
So we must require: 
gy - 2g2 + V2 g2 g = 0 
otherwise the only solution is a scalar multiple of e, and also: 
(6.50) 
(6.51) 
(6.52) 
(6.53) 
(6.54) 
g 1b - g 1 a - 2g <e,w> = 0 (6.55) 
Furthermore we have the condition a+ 2 tr A = 0 and combining this with (6.52) gives: 
a= -2tr A= -2(bn - g,g- 1 <e,w>) (6.56) 
Substituting this in (6.55) gives: 
b = - 2- [_g__ + .f!_l <e,w> (6.57) 2n + l g 1 g 
a= - 2- [.f!_ - 2n_g_] <e,w> (6.58) 2n+1 g g 1 
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and so if we take w =e; then A and a are given by (6.52), (6.57) and (6.58) and 'ITn X=(O, 0, 0, 
ie;,O)= s~ and comparing this with (6.39) we conclude that 'ITn is surjective. Summarizing we have 
proved that 'IT n : C 9 (µ) n f n s~ n n f n s is surjective if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
and the inverse of 'ITn is explicitly given by: 
(i) 'IT; 1(sh, + i v'i( _!_I -e;;, 0, 0, 0, 0,0) 
n 
'IT; 1(s! ) = s! +i(l.I, -e;;-e1'1 .. ' 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
I) I) n 
w; 1(shij) = sb.1 +i( ~ I-e;;-e11 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
(ii) w; 1(s!,1 ) = s!,1 +i( 2n ~ 1 I-eu-e11 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 2n ~ 1 ) 
w; 1(sbij) = sb,1 +i( 2n ~ 1 I-e;;-e11 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 2n ~-I) 
?T; 1(shJ=sh, +iv'2( 2n2+l I-e;;,0,0,0,0, 2n2+l) 
w; 1 (s~) = s~, +i(b l-g 1g- 1e;;, 0, 0, 0, 0, a) 
where a,b are given by (6.57) and (6.58) 0 
(6.59) 
I 
(6.60) 
Now we are ready to construct the corresponding Calogero-Moser model. Let LE P µ n mj_ then L 
has the form: 
L= P+ (adQ)- 1 µ. 
= P+ g ~ aij 1(Q) aa,/ + g ~ /3ij 1(Q) ab,1 
i<j i<j 
where QEa+ and PEa From the normalization (5.11) and (5.12) follows that 
<ea,e-a>=-1 
and so 
<aa, aa> = 2 
From this it follows that H=f tr L2 is given by:. 
H - J_ ~ 2 2 ""-' [ -2 -I] 
- 2 ;..f:;;/i + g i~ (q; -qj) + (q; +q1) 
+ gT ~ q;-2 + g~ ~(2q;)-2 
Because grad H(L) = L, Mis given by: 
M= S ?l"nnpnt L 
(6.61) 
(6.62) 
(6.63) 
(6.64) 
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= S(adQ)- 1 µ 
= (?Tn)-1 (ad Q)-2 µ 
= ?T; I {g ~ a;j2(Q)s!" + g ~ {J;j2(Q)sji/ 
i<j i<j 
+ g1 ~i\- 2 (Q)s~ + gz ~(2;\;(Q))- 1 sV..,1 } 
i i 
= g ~ a;j2(Q)?T;1(s!" )+g ~{J;j2(Q)?T;1(sb.;) 
i<j i<j 
where ?T; 1 is defined by (6.59) or (6.60). 
And we choosed Q=~q;d;, P=°'i:.p;d;. From section 5 we know that 
I I 
which is equivalent with 
q; = -p; 
and from (5.29) we derive that: 
P = 7Ta L =?Ta (L, (ad Q)- 1'1Tn \l H(L)] 
='!Ta [L, (ad Q)-I ?Tn L] 
=?Ta [(adQ)- 1µ, (adQ)2µ] 
= -77a [µ, (ad Q)- 3µ] (Lemma 5.5). 
I 
Now substitutingµ and using the commutation relations (5.16) this reduces to the equations: 
p = - 2g2 ~ ( q; -qj )- 3 h "" - 2g2 ~ ( q; + qj )- 3 h IJ.; 
i<j i<j 
-2gT ~ q;- 3 h>., - 2rl ~(2q;)- 3 h2A., 
= 2g2 ~(q; -qj)- 3 (d; -dj)-2g2 ~(q; +qj)-\d; +d1) 
i~ i~ 
-2,gT ~q;- 3 d; - 2rl ~(2q;)- 3 2d; 
i 
= -2g2 ~(q;-qj)-3d; - 2g2 ~(q;+qj)-3d; 
i=l=J i=f=J 
-2,gT ~q;- 3 d; - 4rl ~(2q;)- 3 d; , 
And this is equivalent with: 
p; = -2g2 ~[(q;-qj)-3 + (q; +qj)-3] 
J=l=i 
2,,..2 -3 -L.2 -3 
- 51 q; - 2 52 q; 
(6.65) and (6.69) are the equations that define the BCn Calogero-Moser model. 
(6.65) 
(6.65) 
(6.65) 
(6.66) 
(6.67) 
(6.68) 
(6.69) 
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From (6.64) it is clear that we can get the classical root systems Bn, Cn and Dn by choosing special 
values for g, g 1 and g2 . We can distinguish the following cases: 
1) g:;;60, g 1 =O, g=su(n,n), f=s(u(n)EBu(n)) 
la) g1=FO g. Cn model 
lb) g1 =O => Dn model 
le) Vi.g2 = g: this can be viewed as a reduced 
A 2n - 1 -model by choosing 
q; + q1n+l-i = 0 (Io;;;;;.;;;n) 
2) g:;;60, g 1=;;60, ii - 2g2 + Vi.g2 g=O and 
g = su(n,n + 1), f = s(u(n)© u(n + 1)) 
2a) g1=FO g. BCn model 
2b) g2 =O g. ii = 2g2 Bn model 
2c) g 2 :;;60, g 1 = Vi.g2 =g: this can be viewed 
as a reduced A 211 model by imposing the conditions: 
qn+I =O, q1n+2+i = - q; (l.;;;i.;;;n) 
I 
7. SOME IDEAS ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF CALOGERO-MOSER MODELS 
(6.70) 
(6.71) 
In section 5 we described an abstract construction of Calogero-Moser models. This construction starts 
with a real noncompact semisimple Lie algebra and two commuting involutive automorphisms () and 
a and requires the existence of an element µ with some special properties. In section 6 we described 
two examples, the An -I and BCn models, corresponding to the Lie algebras sl(n, C) and su(n,n + 1). 
In these two cases µ is known and the corresponding equations of motion can be written in Lax form. 
Next we would like to construct C-M models for other Lie algebras, especially those where the res-
tricted root system is of exceptional type. In order to apply the construction of section 5 we have to 
find· other examples of elementsµ which satisfy (5.40) or (5.42). One possibility would be to generalize 
the construction of the µ corresponding to the An_ 1 model, but we shall see that for other Lie alge-
bras this µ does not satisfy (5.42). [32] 
So let gc be a complex simple Lie algebra with Cartan subalgebr~ lJc, root system R, simple roots /J., 
positive roots R + , negative roots R _ and Chevalley basis {ha, ea, e _a, a ER} with commutation 
relations: 
[h .. , ea]= 2ea 
[h,,, e-a] = -2e_a 
[ea, e -al= ha 
[ea, ep]= Ca,{:! ea+P if a+{1ER 
= 0 if 0=;;6a+{3r$R. 
and the structure constants satisfy the following conditions: 
Ca,p = - C -a, -.B 
c.,,p = - Cp,a 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
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which imply that the c11,p's are real. 
Define: 
and 
then !' is a compact real form of ge and 
(ge)R = !' EB if 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
where (ge)R denotes gc considered as a real Lie algebra. Now let fJ denote the conjugation of ge w.r.t 
f. 
Then fJ is a Cartan involution of (gc)R and (7.5) is the corresponding Cartan decomposition with p=if D~~: I 
(7.6) 
then fiR is a real form of fie and is a maximal abelian subspace of p. So a= fiR and m = i a. The root 
system of ((gc)R, fiR) coincides with the root system R of (g0 fie) and the root spaces g" also coincide. 
However, g" considered as a real vector space has dimension 2. 
Now define: 
a(ha) = - h,,, a(ea) = - e-a (7.7) 
then a is an involutive automorphism of (gc)R which commutes with() and g0 C 5. Moreover we have: 
nnfnt= ~ <a11 , aER+ > 
nnfn-5= ~ <is11 , aER+ > 
nnpnt= ~ <iaa, aER+ > 
nnpn5= IR <sa, aER+ > 
Instead of the normalization (5.l l) we now have: 
2 
<ea, e_a>= -(--) 
a,a 
<ea, ep> = 0 if /3;;/:=-a 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
Also <J restricts to an involutive automorphism of f and the corresponding noncompact real form is: 
(7.11) 
where 
f1 = f nt= IR <aa, a ER+> 
P1 = i(fn 5)= ~<ha, Sa, a ER+> (7.12) 
This is a normal real form of l!c because fiR is a maximal abelian subspace of p1 and is also maximal 
abelian in g. The rootsystem of the pair (g, fiR) coincides with the rootsystem R of (g0 fie). If a.ER 
then ga = ~e,,, so dim ga = 1 and the dimension of the centraliser of fiR in f 1 is zero. Let g denote 
the orthogonal complement of fiR in P1. 
Now choose µ,Ennfn5, then it has the form: 
µ = ~ ga isa, gaEIR 
aER+ 
and supposeµ satisfies (5.42). Then iµEn and (5.42) is equivalent with the following condition: 
'ITq: Cp, (iµ) ~ q is surjective 
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(7.13) 
(7.14) 
or equivalently: can we find a µEq such that for each a.ER+ there exists an element h(a)El)R such 
that 
[h(a) +Sa, µ] = 0 (7.15) 
This would mean that the centralizer of µ in p1 would contain at least IR + I linearly independent ele-
ments. So the question becomes: can a nonzero element in p1 have a centralizer in p1 of dimension 
;;;, IR+I? 
Now let K 1 be the compact group with Lie algebra f 1 then we know that 
P1 = Ad(K)l)R I 
so the question is equivalent to: can O=Fx E l)R have a centralizer in p1 of dimension ;;;, IR + I? 
A general element of p1 has the form 
~ Ca Sa+ h 
a.ER+ 
withc"EIR andhEl)R· ForxEl)R we have: 
[x, ~ Ca Sa +h]=O 
a ER+ 
<:=:. ~ Ca a(x) Sa = 0 
a.ER+ 
<:=:. c" a(x)=O 'ilaER+ 
Hence the centralizer of x in p1 has dimension 
dim f)R + J{aER+la(x)=O}I 
So our question becomes equivalent: can it happen for O=Fx E lJR that: 
i{aER+Ja(x):FO}I,,;;; dim l)R 
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
. 
• • v 2a; 
Let I = dim lJR and let !J, = { a 1, ••• , a1} denote the simple roots. Define a; : = -(--) and define the Ol; ,Ol; 
fundamental weights {A.1, ... , A.1} by the condition: 
(A.1, aj) = oij (7.21) 
So {A;} is the dual basis of aj w.r.t ( , ). 
By identification of l)R and l)~ and by Weyl group invariance of our problem the question becomes 
equivalently: can it happen for O:FA. = c 1 A.1 + · · · c1A.1 with c1, ••• , c1;;:;.0 that: 
(7.22) 
Clearly, if such a ,\ exists then we may choose A. as one of the fundamental weights so it is sufficient 
to find a fundamental weight A.k such that 
(7.23) 
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Now we can check Planches I-IX in BouRBAKI [33] and it follows that for all rootsystems except A1 
ak >l, in particular we have for B1, C1 and Di: 
I 
ak = 2k (41 - 3k + l) (7.24) 
For A1 we get: 
ak =k(l+l-k);;;./, I~k~I (7.25) 
so we must require ak = l which implies k = 1 or k =I. Using the explicit form of the A.;'s in [27] we see 
that A.1 corresponds with theµ defined in (6.11), (6.16) and (6.19) and A.1 gives the sameµ. 
So we conclude that the construction of the µ of the An_ 1 model does not work for the other root 
systems and moreover that there is only one µ corresponding to root system An _ 1 that has the desired 
property (5.42). 
8. COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION C-M MODELS WITH K.A.S.RJ THEOREM 
In this section we want to compare the construction of the Calogero-Moser models in section 5 with 
the construction of integrable models in section 4. So suppose µ satisfies (5.42) and write the Lax 
equation (5.48) in the following form: 
. [ I 
x= x,2Rq(F)J 
where RqE End g is given by: 
Rq = 2S0 'TTnnpnt + 2(ad q)- 10'TTnnpns + k(q)Id 
and k(q)E~ is a constant which may depend on q. 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
If we compare (8.1) with ( 4.22) we see that we could have applied the K.A.S.R.S construction if Rq is 
a Yang-Baxter operator for each qEa+. But this is not true, as we show in the following propositions: 
PROPOSITION 8.1 Rq does not satisfY ( 4.17) 
PROOF: If xEf then Rqx = k(q)x so taking x,yEf in (4.17) we conclude that k(q)=O, but this implies 
ker Rq = fEBa. Now from Prop. 4.17 it follows that [im Rq, ker Rq]C ker Rq, but from (8.2) it is clear 
that nnfntc im Rq and 
[nn fnt, a] cnnrn sC ker Rq (8.3) 
so (8.2) cannot be a solution of ( 4.17). 0 
PROPOSITION 8.2 Rq does not satisJY (4.18). 
PROOF Again taking x,yEf in (4.18) we conclude that k(q)2 = 1 so k(q) = 1 or k(q)= -1 but if 
k(q)= l then ker (Rq)- = fEBa and if k(q)= - l then ker (Rq)+ = fEBa. Now from Prop. 4.21 it fol-
lows that ker (Rq)- and ker Rq)+ must be subalgebras of g, but fEBa is not a subalgebra because [a, f] c n n p, so (8.2) cannot be a solution of ( 4.18) 0 
So we conclude that there does not seem to exist a Yang-Baxter operator such that the Lax equation (5.48) can be derived as in section 4. 
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